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GRAMMAR REVISION TEST 6 
 

1- ....... he did so well on his exams, I decided to update my son's computer. 

A) Since B) Although 
C) Until                                          D) Provided that 

E) Unless 

2- Bill Clinton ....... as president for 8 years when he ....... from office in January 2001. 

A) was serving/has retired 
B) has been served/was retiring 
C) has served/is going to retire 
D) will be serving/would retire  
E) had served/retired 

3- Parents should read to their children from the time they are very young ....... they 
develop a love for books and a desire to read. 

A) so that B) although 
C) nevertheless                              D) likewise 

E) or else 

4- I didn't vote for ....... of the candidates since ....... of them had policies I agreed with. 

A] both/each B) either/neither 
C) neither/every                           D) each/both 

E) several/either 

5- Paul Gauguin decided to give up everything and become a painter no one was 
interested in his art. 

A) by the time B) no matter 
C) nevertheless                           D) although 

E) in order that 

6- If only we ....... a house years ago when the prices were lower, we.........rent today. 

A) have bought/weren't paying 
B) could have bought/haven't paid 
C) had bought/wouldn't be paying 
D) bought/won't have paid 
E) were buying/didn't have to pay 

7- Although they thought they loved ........ they found it impossible to live together as 
husband and wife. 

A) the other B) one another 
C) the others                                D) another 

E) others 
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8- India is one of the poorest countries in the world, but Bangladesh is .......poorer. 

A) even B) more 
C) so                                           D) such 

E) too 

9- Since Marvin was unable to attend university ........ he was determined that ....... 
children should all have the opportunity. 

A) its own/himself B) him/their 
C) his own/theirs                       D) himself/his 

E) itself/his own 

10- ....... science and technology have increased our standard of living, they have also 
created weapons of mass destruction that threaten to end our lives at any moment. 

A) Despite B) Nevertheless 
C) Moreover                                    D) While 

E) In addition 

11- Oscar Wilde was born in the Victorian Era, ....... was a time of great social and 
economic change. 

A) where B) when 
C) that                 D) — 

E) which 

12- ....... his writing was acclaimed, he was imprisoned for his unorthodox personal life. 

A) The fact that B) Since 
C) Even though                     D) As far as 

E) Unless 

13- His books ....... ever since his time, and probably ....... to be appreciated in the future. 

A) have been read/will continue 
B) are being read/are continuing 
C) were reading/will be continuing 
D) would have read/continue 
E) were read/have been continuing 

14- He wrote mostly plays, but his novel "A Picture of Dorian Grey", and his most 
famous poem, "The Ballad of Reading Gaol", are still available ....... good books are 
sold. 

A) however B) whichever 
C) whenever                                D) whatever 

E) wherever 

15- I don't understand ....... it happens, but ....... the worsening economic situation, a lot of 
people still seem to have plenty of money to spend. 

A) why/while B) how/despite 
C) what/rather                       D) when/although 

E) —/instead of 
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16- I didn't expect my colleagues ....... my birthday, and it was very nice of them ....... a 
surprise party for me. 

A) remembering/to be given 
B) having remembered/giving 
C) to have remembered/give 
D) to remember/to give  
E) remember/to have given 

17- A new TV series ....... in our neighbourhood at the moment, but it ....... until next year. 

A) is being filmed/won't be shown 
B) has been filmed/hasn't shown 
C) is filmed/doesn't show 
D) is filming/hasn't been shown  
E) has filmed/isn't being shown 

18- He ....... determined to start his own business at the height of this recession even 
though we ....... him many times against it. 

A) was/are warning 
B) had been/warn 
C) is/have warned 
D) will be/had warned  
E) has been/will warn 

19- To our surprise, his business turned out to be ....... we had predicted. 

A) too successfully for B) more successful than 
C) the most successful                    D) as successfully as 

E) so successful that 

20- Although he bribed a lot of people in authority ....... avoiding taxes, he still couldn't 
save his business from going bankrupt. 

A) with the aim of B) In spite of 
C) in order that                            D) so as to 

E) even if 

21- The password of this program ........ and now I ....... into the system. 

A) should have changed/couldn't get 
B) might have changed/don't get 
C) ought to be changing/shouldn't get 
D) must have been changed/can't get  
E) used to be changed/haven't got 

22- I don't believe that this research paper is ....... work since your girlfriend took this 
course last year and this paper is remarkably like ....... . 

A) your/herself B) yourself/she 
C) yours/her                                     D) your own/hers 

E) you/her own 
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23- My husband ....... jobs six months ago, and since then, he ....... a lot of problems with 
his new boss. 

A) was changing/had B) has changed/has 
C) changed/has had                     D) would change/is having 

E) had changed/was having 

24- ....... candidate wins the next election, he or she will have to face up to serious 
problems. 

A) Whoever B) Whomever 
C) However                                D) Whenever 

E) Whichever 

25- ........ area between ........ Tigris and Euphrates rivers in what is now Iraq is the site of 
ancient Mesopotamia, one of the world's first civilisations. 

A) An/— B) —/the 
C) —/—                                         D) Some/a 

E) The/the 

26- The police are trying hard ....... the murder, but they seem ....... nowhere. 

A) to solve/to be getting B) solving/having got 
C) having solved/to have got         D) to be solved/getting 

E) to have solved/to get 

27- India gained independence from Britain after World War II, ....... most of the rest of 
Britain's colonial possessions. 

A) nor did B) as did 
C) so have           D) either has 

E) as was 

28- Don't panic if the cheque ....... yet; you ....... definitely get it in a day or two. 

A) isn't arriving/could B) doesn't arrive/may 
C) won't arrive/must                     D) hasn't arrived/will 

E) didn't arrive/might 

29- Janice was ....... unhappy in her first marriage ....... she does not want to take a chance 
on getting married again. 

A) as/as B) more/than 
C) so/that                                  D) too/that 

E) such an/as 

30- The system ....... better now that everyone ....... how to use it. 

A) may work/had been training 
B) must have worked/trained 
C) will be working/was trained 
D) had better work/was being trained  
E) ought to work/has been trained 
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31- You can't expect to get anywhere in life these days ....... you know how to operate a 
computer. 

A) for B) unless 
C) despite                                    D) whereas 

E) only if 

32- ....... you show up on time and work hard, I don't care what you wear or how long 
your hair is. 

A) As long as B) More than 
C) As though                              D) In contrast to 

E) Even so 

33- When we were house-hunting, we looked at a house that ....... before the 20th century 
because it still had stables instead of a garage. 

A) used to be built B) is supposed to have built 
C) ought to have built                    D) must have been built 

E) has been built 

34- No one knows ....... Istanbul has a good chance to host the 2008 Olympics ....... not. 

A) whether/or B) the more/the less 
C) not only/but also                      D) either/or 

E) barely/when 

35- What are you doing still in bed? You ....... for school by now. 

A) must be leaving B) had better leave 
C) should have left                   D) have left 

E) must have left 

36- Everyone was relieved ....... that the mountaineers ........ in an avalanche were rescued. 

A) to have heard/having caught 
B) to hear/caught 
C) having heard/to catch 
D) hearing/having been caught  
E) hear/to be caught 

37- The mountaineers must not have realised that an avalanche was approaching, .......? 

A) mustn't they B) mustn't it 
C) wasn't it                                     D) were they 

E) must they 

38- The Americas had been inhabited by the natives for thousands of years before the 
first European explorers arrived there, ......... . 

A) and Australia did too B) but Australia had 
C) and nor had Australia                D) but Australia didn't 

E) and so had Australia 
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39- Your financial situation ....... in such critical condition now if you your money 
reasonably during your holiday last week. 

A) isn't/have been spending B) won't be/were spending 
C) hasn't been/spent D) wouldn't be/had spent 

E) weren't/would have spent 

40- Because I........ to be in touch with people quite a lot in my job, I....... sure to get 
vaccinated against flu every autumn. 

A) have required/made B) am required/make 
C) have to require/am making     D) will be required/am made 

E) require/have been made 

41- Spices were not widely used in Europe ....... after the Crusades. 

A) until B) while 
C) despite                                  D) since 

E) when 

42- After years of living in a big city, we have decided to move to northern Scotland, ....... 
there is plenty of open space and fresh air. 

A) where B) that 
C) which D) why 

E) what 

43- My brothers and I had to work all through the school breaks, ....... our classmates 
who were better off. 

A) instead B) thus 
C) however                                    D) whereas 

E) unlike 

44- I have never understood ....... people go to horror movies to be frightened. 

A) what B) how 
C) why                                           D) where 

E) which 

45- ....... the rain stops soon, it is going to be too wet to play tennis. 

A) Even if B) In case 
C) As though                                D) Provided that 

E) Such as 

46- Being ....... hardy and in ........ huge numbers, cockroaches are in no danger of 
becoming wiped off by human beings. 

A) too/enough B) more/than 
C) so/such                                     D) the most/too 

E) enough/so 
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47- Japan has become one of ....... nations in the world because of its hard-working and 
disciplined population. 

A) so wealthy B) too wealthy 
C) the wealthiest                           D) wealthier than 

E) as wealthy as 

48- Now having more responsibilities than you used to, do you ever wish you ........ 
married? 

A) didn't get B) aren't getting 
C) haven't got                           D) hadn't got 

E) wouldn't get 

49- Not even his closest relatives trust ........ as he has behaved so dishonestly towards 
every one of ........ many times. 

A) themselves/him B) him/them 
C) his/themselves                      D) them/himself 

E) himself/theirs 

50- According to the police, it seems ....... likely that the man committed suicide ....... he 
was murdered. 

A) so/as B) such/that 
C) too/for                               D) more/than 

E) very/that 

51- It is difficult to imagine what Asian and European food ....... like today without 
tomatoes, potatoes and chilli peppers, which ....... to these continents after Europeans 
began exploring the Americas. 

A) is/had been introduced 
B) has been/have been introduced  
C) should have been/introduced 
D) will have been/would have introduced  
E) would be/were introduced 

52- The animal we know today ....... the camel actually originated as a rabbit-sized animal 
in North America millions of years ago. 

A) like B) as 
C) much                                D) just 

E) such as 

53- Railways in Turkey have declined a great deal in recent years ....... busses have 
become inexpensive, reliable and comfortable. 

A) provided that B) in case 
C) during                       D) as long as 

E) while 
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54- There wouldn't be a problem if my friends and I were a few minutes late for your 
party, ........? 

A) was there B) weren't we 
C) could we                                D) wasn't I 

E) would there 

55- By the end of the 20th century, there were only ....... truly nomadic tribes left in the 
....... world. 

A) a little/none B) some/each 
C) any/most                                   D) a few/whole 

E) few/all 

56- No one really believes that he could be capable of such a thing, .......? 

A) do they B) couldn't he 
C) doesn't he                                 D) could they 

E) don't they 

57- It appears that the climbers who ....... to death in the mountains ...... proper clothing 
for the time of year. 

A) had frozen/haven't worn 
B) have frozen/don't wear 
C) were freezing/wouldn't be wearing 
D) froze/weren't wearing 
E) would have frozen/can't wear 

58- If you don't find me in the office, you ....... in the canteen, because I ....... a break. 

A) are looking/could take 
B) should look/might be taking 
C) would have looked/was taking 
D) look/have been taking  
E) might look/have taken 

59- When brought in front of the headmaster, the student said that boy hit him first, so 
he had to defend ....... by hitting him back. 

A) another/other B) other/his own 
C) the other/himself                   D) one another/him 

E) the others/another 

60- The representative of the workers on strike expressed at the press conference that 
they ........ this action because the bosses refused to negotiate any of their demands. 

A) had to take B) had better take 
C) may take                                 D) can take 

E) used to take 
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61- Make sure you wear a tie to the interview ....... the interviewers are more interested in 
appearance than substance. 

A) provided that B) even though 
C) even if                                 D) in case 

E) as long as 

62- I thought the film was a waste of money, and my girlfriend didn't like it  

A) though B) nor 
C) too                                          D) neither 

E) either 

63- I felt that the professor wasn't interested in the course he was teaching,  

A) and I was too 
B) and his students were too 
C) and neither were his students 
D) his students weren't though  
E) and so did I 

64- Anyone ....... having tried the traditional Japanese food will know ....... delicious 
certain kinds of raw fish can be. 

A) who/that B) that/what 
C) which/why                           D) —/how 

E) when/whose 

65- Our daughter looked terrible the last time we saw ........ and we are worried that she is 
not taking care of ....... . 

A) she/hers B) her/herself 
C) hers/her own                        D) her own/she 

E) herself/her 

66- ....... Japanese is far more fluent than ....... will ever be. 

A) They/she B) Her/my 
C) Mine/her D) Their/I 

E) My/hers 

67- I wouldn't want to be famous because the press seems to know about ....... you do. 

A) however B) whatever 
C) whomever                          D) whichever 

E) wherever 

68- ....... I see my ex-wife, I try to hide before she sees me. 

A) Whatever B) Whenever 
C) Whichever D) However 

E) Whomever 
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69- In countries ....... there is no democratic tradition, elections sometimes take strange 
forms. 

A) that B) why 
C) what                                        D) whose 

E) where 

70- In fact, there are a number of countries ....... citizens do not seem particularly 
interested in democracy. 

A) that B) which 
C) whose                                       D) what 

E) why 

71- The people with ....... I stayed in Edinburgh had six cats, ....... drove me crazy. 

A) whom/which B) who/when 
C) where/whom                          D) whose/why 

E) which/that 

72- I really wish I ....... to Richard and Kate's wedding, but I had a terrible cold then. 

A) would have gone B) could have gone 
C) have gone                             D) went 

E) could be going 

73- Backgammon closely resembles another game called Parcheesi, but no one knows 
exactly ...... the game was first played. 

A) what B) why 
C) which                                     D) when 

E) whom 

74- Early in the 19th century, several experimenters successfully produced artificial 
reproductions of rare stones, ........ the ruby. 

A) so much B) just as 
C) the same                               D) the more 

E) such as 

75- This painting is a genuine Renoir ....... I can tell. 

A) provided B) no matter 
C) in case                                     D) as far as 

E) however 

76- ....... you register for your classes, ....... chance you have of getting what you want. 

A) As soon as/much better B) So soon/as good 
C) The sooner/the better              D) Soon enough/the best 

E) The soonest/good enough 
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77- Two of the eye-witnesses couldn't remember if the robber was wearing a moustache, 
but ......... both of whom were much younger, insisted that he was. 

A) some other B) the others 
C) another                                      D) other 

E) each other 

78- In some societies you can only marry people of a certain religion or class, while in 
others you can marry ....... you want. 

A) whomever B) whatever 
C) however                                  D) whichever 

E) whenever 

79- The Golden Horn hardly smells at all this year, ....... last year you could ........ not go 
near it without feeling ill. 

A) because B) whereas 
C) as long as                           D) as a result 

E) by the time 

80- ....... had the country gained independence ....... they had to fight a war with one of 
their neighbours. 

A) Whether/or B) No sooner/than 
C) Barely/despite                    D) The more/the sooner 

E) Neither/nor 

81- Atomic energy is the most destructive force ever discovered by mankind; ........ it can 
be useful in the area of medicine and in generating electric power. 

A) therefore B) as a consequence 
C) likewise                             D) furthermore 

E) on the other hand 

82- We ....... plans for the weekend; we ....... a boat trip up the Bosphorus. 

A) were making/had taken 
B) are making/take 
C) would make/have taken 
D) have made/are going to take  
E) make/will have taken 

83- Of course, if the weather ....... unpleasant, we can't keep to this plan...... Then we ........ 
something interesting to do indoors. 

A) turns/will have to find 
B) will turn/are going to find 
C) had turned/were finding 
D) has turned/have had to find  
E) was turning/will be finding 
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84- ....... I've found the number you want, I will give it to you. 

A) While B) Once 
C) As if                                         D) However 

E) Unless 

85- Unfortunately, ....... people in Istanbul waste their valuable time going to and from 
work because of the traffic. 

A) each B) all of 
C) the whole                                  D) both 

E) most 

86- If James Watt ....... the steam engine in 1769, the Industrial Revolution ....... place in 
Europe. 

A) wasn't inventing/wasn't taking 
B) didn't invent/had not been taking 
C) hadn't invented/might not have taken 
D) wouldn't invent/didn't use to take  
E) hasn't invented/wouldn't have taken 

87- The planets beyond Saturn ....... until after the telescope ....... . 

A) weren't discovered/had been invented 
B) haven't been discovered/had invented 
C) hadn't discovered/would be invented 
D) didn't discover/was being invented 
E) weren't being discovered/has been invented 

88- When our son knocked on our door one cold and rainy night, he looked ....... he 
hadn't eaten for days. 

A) even though B) as if 
C) as long as                               D) in case 

E) therefore 

89- ....... his famished state, there was a gleam in his eyes as he began to tell us the story of 
the last few weeks. 

A) In case B) In order that 
C) As though                              D) In spite of 

E) Nevertheless 

90- He ....... as a teacher in West Africa at the time of the military coup that ....... place in 
1980. 

A) has worked/was taking 
B) would work/used to take 
C) had been working/has taken 
D) has been working/takes  
E) was working/took 

91- ....... we were unhappy with the way they had treated us must have been obvious from 
our faces. 

A) While B) Which 
C) That D) Unless 

E) Because 
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92- In developed countries, there are ....... institutions and agencies that offer special 
services and training for ....... blind. 

A) several/a B) few/some 
C) plenty of/that                             D) many/the 

E) too little/most 

93- I spent ....... of my money at the amusement arcade, but I can't remember what I did 
with ........ 

A) most/another B) some/the rest 
C) a little/a few                             D) none/the plenty 

E) much/the other 

94- ....... she told us about her country, ....... interested we became in visiting it. 

A) Whether/or B) Not only/but also 
C) As much/more                         D) The more/the more 

E) Barely/when 

95- I used to have wonderful coffee and croissants for breakfast ....... I was living in Paris. 

A) while B) until 
C) during                                    D) in case 

E) thus 

96- The yak, ....... is native to Tibet, is actually related to the American bison. 

A) how B) which 
C) when                                        D) where 

E) whom 

97- My job is terrible; I have ....... a good salary ....... much free time. 

A) both/and B) whether/or 
C) neither/nor                               D) no sooner/than 

E) either/or 

98- ........ the short Arctic summer, Alaska is host to nearly half the world population of 
some twelve bird species. 

A) Since B) Though 
C) During                                       D) While 

E) When 

99- Ever since he ....... his job in 1995, Fred ........ with little success, to support himself as 
a writer. 

A) has quit/was attempting 
B) was quitting/attempted 
C) quits/will have attempted 
D) used to quit/had attempted  
E) quit/has been attempting 

100- I'm afraid you have not worked ....... to justify a promotion. 

A) hard enough B) the hardest 
C) so hard that                             D) as hard 

E) harder than 
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